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FUNDATIONS 1   UNIT 9  Digraphs, blends, bonus letters, suffix -s 

 

TRICK WORDS  

Review  

the a and is his 

of as has to  Into 

we he she be me 

for or you your I 

they was one said from 

have do does were are 

who what when where there 

here why by my try 

put two too very  also 

some come would could should 

her over number   

 

Current 

Week 1 

say says  

 

Week 2 

see between each 

 

 

REVIEW/CURRENT UNIT WORDS  WEEK 1 

flock crop plan flat west snap 

hint cluck blush ranch skip pluck 

kept bench clap fled chimp small 

mask crush pinch band punch chomp 

pump clip mint slam twig shrug 

trim munch rust mend slim scab 

melt shelf felt help silk golf 

milk gulf self tilt film gulp 
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REVIEW/CURRENT WORDS WEEK 2 

held wilt smog flash stop snug 

shrub pants went just gift Fran 

crash swim glass cross press spell 

grass fluff class dress bless still 

belts cliffs drills sniffs champs drops 

ponds pests dents stubs grips clocks 

plugs drums vests steps flags drags 

drips flips tests clicks camps frogs 

 

NONSENSE WORDS 

bleg flup shend chost shrip banch 

frep brull chelt thrud scuss thulp 

 

SENTENCES  

Week 1 

The kids dug in the soft sand. 

Did the ball swish in the net? 

Gram did say, “I will get lunch.” 

Jill will get the doll in her crib. 

Do not dump that stuff on my bed! 

Tom sets up drums for the band. 

Did she bump her leg? 

You can put on this mask. 

 

Week 2 

Ted will jump between the rocks. 

I see the cloth on the shelf. 

Pass each small block to me. 

Dad went to see Bob in class. 

That is very wet slush! 

I held my pup as he got each shot. 

I went to see  Bill swim. 

This pink shell was between the rocks. 
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Fred the Frog 
Fred the frog likes to hop, and jump.  

He hops over the twig  

and he jumps on the grass.  

He is quick! He jumps over the mud 

and between the two dogs.  

He jumps on the steps.  

Then I did not see him. Where did Fred go?  

Did Fred hop up on that bench?  

Yes he did. Then he went into my hut.  

Did Fred hop up on my bed?  

Yes he did. “Yuck! Get off Fred!”  


